
Problems with some modern WD drives and Apple’s Mac Pro 5,1 (Mid 2010)

There is an ongoing problem with some recent WD drives (more details below) in 
combination with Apple’s Mac Pro 5,1 tower workstation computer. This problem shows 
itself when the Mac is restarted, and after booting into Mac OS doesn’t show the affected 
drives anymore.

Here are some easy steps to reproduce the problem:

1. Put one of the affected drives in one of the four Serial ATA bays of the Mac Pro 5,1 
tower.

2. Start up that Mac and let it boot into Mac OS.
3. Select „Restart…“ from the Apple menu.
4. The drive is completely gone, and doesn‘t even show up in Disk Utility anymore.

Drive models affected are at least the following models (probably more are affected):

WD Red 8TB
WD Gold 6TB
WD Gold 8TB

A workaround for now is to fully shut down the Mac and turn it on again. The hard drives 
will show up after that.

The hard drives themselves are not faulty or defective. They always show up and work 
perfectly when shutting down the computer and starting it again. Also scanning them with 
SMART Utility or Data Lifeguard shows them to be in perfect condition.

This problem does not appear to happen on older drives like WD Re or smaller WD Red 
drives up to 4TB in size when using them in a Mac Pro 5,1.

This problem also does not appear on older Mac Pro towers (MacPro 3,1), or when 
booting into Windows via Bootcamp. It only happens with Mac Pro 5,1 towers from 
2010-2012 and only when booting into Mac OS (no matter what Mac OS version).

It’s highly probable that the problem lies within WD’s firmware 01.01M02 (Gold 6TB drives 
at least), and is an unfortunate compatibility problem between the Mac Pro 5,1‘s firmware 
and WD‘s drive firmware 01.01M02.


